
Silent blender, SilentMixx, 700 W,
Black
MMB43G3BGB

The Bosch SilentMixx chops, mixes and
blends ingredients of your choice quickly,
reliably and, above all, more quietly than
other blenders

• Convenient and easy operation: One central knob with 2 speed
settings and pulse function

• ThermoSafe glass jug (2.3l): Mix hot soups and ice-cold drinks
safely

• Special chopper for processing small amounts of herbs, nuts,
cheese, onions etc.

• Additional accessory: a smoothie filter is included, meaning that
this blender doubles as a smoothie maker

• BPA-free parts: Healthy, safe and convenient preparation of your
dishes

Technical Data
Dimensions: ........................................................ 437 x 196 x 237 mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD): ..... 220 x 385 x 460 mm
Pallet dimensions: .............................................. 210.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Standard number of units per pallet: ..............................................32
Net weight: ................................................................................5.6 kg
Gross weight: ............................................................................ 6.5 kg
EAN code: ..................................................................4242002855479
Connection rating: .................................................................... 700 W
Voltage: ............................................................................... 220-240 V
Frequency: ............................................................................50/60 Hz
Length of electrical supply cord: ............................................90.0 cm
Plug type: ...............................................................................GB plug
Included accessories: ........1 x universal shredder, 1 x smoothie filter
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The Bosch SilentMixx chops, mixes and
blends ingredients of your choice quickly,
reliably and, above all, more quietly than
other blenders

Produces excellent results
- 700 W motor: powerful enough for any task
- High quality ThermoSafe glass for safe preparation of everything

from hot soups to ice cold drinks
- Smoothie filter for seedless smoothies and chopper for

comfortable and fast chopping of herbs, onions and spices
- Also suitable for crushing ice

Comfort
- Stainless steel Easy KlickKnife for precise cutting, chopping and

mixing. Extremely easy to remove for cleaning
- 2 automatic programmes for crushed ice and drinks
- Illuminated knob with variable speed settings and pulse function
- Measuring cup in lid with scale (max 50ml)

Cleaning
- Simply detachable Easy KlickKnife and dishwasher safe parts (jug,

lid, measuring cup and accessories)

Material/Design
- High quality ThermoSafe glass jug with 2.3 l capacity (with food:

1.5 l)
- All plastics that are in contact with food are BPA free

Included accessories
- Chopper attachment for chopping smaller quantities of garlic,

onion, herbs, nuts, chocolate etc
- Smoothie filter for seedless smoothies
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